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In this paper, we consider H control of infinite-dimensional linear time-varying`
 .IDLTV systems whose homogeneous parts are of modal type, by using a finite-
dimensional controller. The aim is to construct a finite-dimensional stabilizing
controller for the IDLTV system that makes the norm of the closed-loop operator
less than a given positive number d . To this end, a finite-dimensional model is
firstly derived for the IDLTV system, and a stabilizing controller that makes the
 .norm of the closed-loop operator less than another positive number g -d is
constructed for the finite-dimensional model. Then it is shown that a controller,
which consists of a residual mode filter and the controller mentioned above,
becomes a finite-dimensional stabilizing controller for the given IDLTV system
such that the closed-loop operator has norm less than d , if the order of the
residual mode filter is chosen sufficiently large. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, H control theory for distributed parameter systems has`
been developed by extending the results obtained in the case of lumped
parameter systems. In particular, H control with measurement feedback,`
w x w xwhich is of special importance, has been investigated by Keulen 4 . In 4 ,
H controllers are constructed by using the solutions to two kinds of`
* The original version of the paper was written while the author was with the Department
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Riccati equations in an infinite-dimensional space, because the result
w xgiven by Doyle et al. 3 is extended to the infinite-dimensional case by
using the infinite-dimensional version of Redheffer's lemma developed by
Keulen. Therefore, it seems difficult to apply the algorithm directly to
actual systems since the controllers obtained there are of infinite dimen-
sion. On the other hand, Sano and Sakawa have studied a design method
of finite-dimensional H controllers for diffusion systems with time-`
w x w xinvariant input and output operators 11 . In 11 , residual mode filters
 w x w x w x.Sakawa 7 , Balas 1 , and Sano and Kunimatsu 9 are used to construct
finite-dimensional H controllers without computing the two kinds of`
Riccati equations in an infinite-dimensional space. The purpose of this
w xpaper is to extend the result obtained in 11 to a class of infinite-
 .dimensional linear time-varying IDLTV systems.
In this paper, in order to construct a finite-dimensional controller that
exponentially stabilizes the IDLTV system and makes the norm of the
closed-loop operator mapping the disturbance input w to the controlled
 .output z less than d )0 , we first derive a finite-dimensional model for
the IDLTV system. Next, for the finite-dimensional model, we construct a
stabilizing controller such that the norm of the closed-loop operator
mapping w to z is less than g , 0 - g - d , by using the algorithm given by
w xRavi et al. 6 . However, the finite-dimensional controller constructed in
such a way does not necessarily work as a stabilizing controller that makes
the norm of the closed-loop operator mapping w to z less than d for the
original IDLTV system. There, we consider a controller consisting of the
above controller and a residual mode filter. The main result of this paper
is to show that a controller, which consists of a residual mode filter and the
controller mentioned above, becomes a finite-dimensional stabilizing con-
troller such that the closed-loop operator mapping w to z has norm less
than d for the given original IDLTV system, if the order of the residual
mode filter is chosen sufficiently large.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND H CONTROL PROBLEM`
2.1. System Description
 :Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product ? , ? and associated
5 5norm ? . We shall consider the system of the form
dx t .
s Ax t q B t w t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 0dt
z t s C t x t q D t u t , .  .  .  .  .1 12
2.1 .
y t s C t x t q D t w t , .  .  .  .  .2 21
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 .  . m1  .where x t g H is the state, w t g R is the disturbance input, u t g
m2  . p1  .R is the control input, z t g R is the controlled output, and y t g
R p2 is the measured output. A is an unbounded closed linear operator
 .with the domain D A dense in H; that is, A generates a C -semigroup0
t A  . m1  . m2  . p1  .e on H. B t : R ª H, B t : R ª H, C t : H ª R , C t : H ª1 2 1 2
p2  . m2 p1  . m1 p2R , D t : R ª R , and D t : R ª R are bounded linear opera-12 21
w . 1tors for each t g 0, ` , and they are C and uniformly bounded with
w .  .  . 1w . m1.respect to t g 0, ` . It is assumed that x g D A , w ? g C 0, ` ; R ,0
 . 1w . m2 .u ? g C 0, ` ; R . Then, by the fundamental result in the theory of
w x  .evolution equations 2, Theorem 3.1.3 , we see that x t given by
t
x t s exp tA x q exp t y s A B s w s q B s u s ds .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H0 1 2
0
 .is the unique classical solution of the first equation of 2.1 .
Moreover, in order to use a finite-dimensional modal model for the
given system in our design method, we assume that A is self-adjoint and
that A has compact resolvent and is bounded from above. From these
assumptions for the operator A, by using the Hilbert]Schmidt theory for
compact self-adjoint operators, it follows that there exists a set of eigen-
 .pairs l , f with finite multiplicity m , such thati i j i
 .  .  41 s A s l , l , . . . , with l )l )???)l ) ??? , lim l s1 2 1 2 i iª` i
y` ,
 .2 Af s l f , i G 1, 1 F j F m ,i j i i j i
 .  43 f ; i G 1, 1 F j F m forms a complete orthonormal systemi j i
in H,
 .where s A denotes the spectrum of A. Therefore, x g H has a unique
expression
m` i
x s x , f f , :  i j i j
is1 js1
and the analytic semigroup et A generated by A is expressed as
m` i
t A l tie x s e x , f f , t G 0, x g H . :  i j i j
is1 js1
 .As is well known, system 2.1 represents a linear diffusion system with
time-varying input and output operators.
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2.2. H Control Problem`
 .In system 2.1 , we denote the closed-loop operator mapping w to z by
G . The H control problem treated in this paper is stated as follows:z w `
Given a positive number d ) 0, find a finite-dimensional control law
 .K : y ª u such that the controller is exponentially stabilizing system 2.1
5 5and that G - d , wherez w
5 5 2 pz 1L 0 , ` ; R .
G [ sup .z w
2 m5 5w 1L 0 , ` ; R .w/0
Any controller that satisfies the above two conditions will be called a
finite-dimensional H controller.`
w xRemark 2.1. In 11 , Sano and Sakawa have given a design method of
finite-dimensional H controllers for diffusion systems with time-invariant`
input and output operators.
3. PARTITIONED SYSTEM AND FINITE-DIMENSIONAL
H CONTROLLERS`
3.1. Partitioned System
First of all, let us define the positive number b as
b [ max 1, M M M T , M M , M T M M , C B D C B D C B1 2 12 1 1 21 2 1
M M M T M T M M , 3.14  .C B D D C B1 2 12 21 2 1
where
M [ sup B t , M [ sup B t , .  .B 1 B 21 2
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
M [ sup C t , M [ sup C t , .  .C 1 C 21 2
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
T T
T TM [ sup D t , M [ sup D t . .  .D 12 D 2112 21
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
T  .  .In the above, D t denotes the transpose of D t .12 12
Let d ) 0 be a given positive number. To derive a finite-dimensional
 .modal model for system 2.1 , we define the orthogonal projection P byk
mk i
P x s x , f f . : k i j i j
is1 js1
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 .Using the operator P , we decompose system 2.1 according to thek
following steps.
 .Step 1. Given a positive number e g 0, dr2b , we choose an integer l
 .G1 such that
1
0 - - e .
yllq1
Step 2. We take another integer n such that n ) l.
Step 3. Using the operators P and P corresponding to the integers ll n
 .and n, we decompose the state variable x t as follows:
x t s x t q x t q x t , .  .  .  .1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .where x t [ P x t , x t [ P y P x t , x t [ I y P x t . The1 l 2 n l 3 n
state space H can also be decomposed as
H s H [ H [ H ,1 2 3
 .  .where H [ P H, H [ P y P H, H [ I y P H, and their dimen-1 l 2 n l 3 n
sions are given as dim H s l, dim H s n y l, dim H s `. In the above,1 2 3
l [ m q m q ??? qm , n [ m q m q ??? qm . Therefore, we see that1 2 l 1 2 n
 .system 2.1 is decomposed as follows:
dx t .1 s A x t q B t w t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 11 21 1 01dt
dx t .2 s A x t q B t w t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .  .  .2 2 12 22 2 02dt
dx t .3 s A x t q B t w t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .  .  .3 3 13 23 3 03dt
3.2 .
z t s C t x t q C t x t q C t x t q D t u t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .11 1 12 2 13 3 12
y t s C t x t q C t x t q C t x t q D t w t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .21 1 22 2 23 3 21
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where
¡A [ P y P A P y P ,A [ P AP ,  .  .¡ 2 n l n l1 l l
B t [ P y P B t ,B t [ P B t ,  .  .  . .  . 12 n l 111 l 1
B t [ P y P B t ,B t [ P B t ,  .  .  . .  . 22 n l 221 l 2 ~~
C t [ C t P y P ,C t [ C t P ,  .  .  . .  . 12 1 n l11 1 l
C t [ C t P y P ,C t [ C t P ,  .  .  . .  . 22 2 n l21 2 l¢ ¢x [ P x , x [ P y P x , .01 l 0 02 n l 0
¡A [ I y P A I y P , .  .3 n n
B t [ I y P B t , .  .  .13 n 1
B t [ I y P B t , .  .  .23 n 2~
C t [ C t I y P , .  .  .13 1 n
C t [ C t I y P , .  .  .23 2 n¢x [ I y P x . .03 n 0
In the above, we remark that only the operator A is unbounded.3
lHereafter, we will identify H with R with respect to the basis1
ny l .f , . . . , f , . . . , f and identify H with R with respect to the11 1m l, m 21 l
 .  .  .basis f , . . . , f , . . . , f . Thus, x t g H and x t g Hlq1, 1 lq1, m n, m 1 1 2 2lq 1 n
 .are identified with an l-dimensional vector and an n y l -dimensional
 .  .  .  .vector, respectively, and the operators A , B t , B t , C t , C t ,1 11 21 11 21
 .  .  .  .A , B t , B t , C t , and C t are identified with the matrices,2 12 22 12 22
respectively.
3.2. Design of Finite-Dimensional H Controllers Using Residual Mode Filters`
 .From the partitioned system 3.2 , a finite-dimensional modal model of
 .the system 2.1 is given by
dx t .1 s A x t q B t w t q B t u t , .  .  .  .  .1 1 11 21dt
z t s C t x t q D t u t , .  .  .  .  .11 1 12
3.3 .
y t s C t x t q D t w t . .  .  .  .  .21 1 21
Here, we set the following assumptions for this finite-dimensional model.
 .   ..   . .A1 The pair A , B t is stabilizable and the pair C t , A is1 11 11 1
detectable.
 .   ..   . .A2 The pair A , B t is stabilizable and the pair C t , A is1 21 21 1
detectable.
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 . T  .  . T  .  .A3 D t C t s 0, D t D t s I.12 11 12 12
 .  . T  .  . T  .A4 B t D t s 0, D t D t s I.11 21 21 21
We denote by T the closed-loop operator mapping w to z for thez w
 .finite-dimensional model 3.3 . Here, for the given positive number d ) 0
 .and e g 0, dr2b , we define g as
1 d
g [ y e g 0, d . 3.4 .  .2  /2b1 q e .
w x  .  .Then, from the result given by Ravi et al. 6 , under assumptions A1 ] A4 ,
we see that there exists a controller such that
 .i the controller is exponentially stabilizing the finite-dimensional
 .model 3.3 , and
 . 5 5ii T - g ,z w
if and only if the following conditions hold:
 .B1 There exists a bounded nonnegative definite solution to the
Riccati equation
d
T Ty X t s A X t q X t A y X t B t B t .  .  .  .  .  .` 1 ` ` 1 ` 21 21dt
ygy2 B t BT t X t q CT t C t .  .  .  .  ..11 11 ` 11 11
subject to
dx t .1 T y2 Ts A y B t B t y g B t B t X t x t .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 21 21 11 11 ` 1dt
being exponentially stable.
 .B2 There exists a bounded nonnegative definite solution to the
Riccati equation
d
TY t s A t Y t q Y t A t y Y t .  .  .  .  .  .tm p tm p tm p tm p tm p tm pdt
= CT t C t y gy2 X t B t BT t X t Y t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .21 21 ` 21 21 ` tm p
q B t BT t , Y 0 s0 .  .  .11 11 tm p
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subject to
dx t .1 Ts A t y Y t C t C t .  .  .  . tm p tm p 21 21dt
ygy2 X t B t BT t X t x t .  .  .  .  .. .` 21 21 ` 1
being exponentially stable, where
A t [ A q gy2 B t BT t X t . .  .  .  .t m p 1 11 11 `
 .  .Hereafter, it is supposed that assumptions B1 ] B2 are satisfied. Then,
w x 5 5by 6 , a stabilizing controller that satisfies T - g for the finite-z w
 .dimensional model 3.3 is given by
dq t .
s M t q t q N t y t , q 0 s q , .  .  .  .  . 0dt 3.5 .
u t s L t q t , .  .  .
where
M t [ A y B t BT t y gy2 B t BT t X t .  .  .  .  .  . .1 21 21 11 11 `
y Y t CT t C t , .  .  .t m p 21 21
N t [ Y t CT t , .  .  .t m p 21
L t [ yBT t X t . .  .  .21 `
Then the closed-loop system from w to z consisting of the finite-
 .  .   .  .dimensional model 3.3 and the controller 3.5 is written as A t , B t ,1 1
 ..C t by using the state-space representation, where1
A B t L t .  .1 21
A t [ , .1 N t C t M t .  .  .21
B t .11
B t [ , C t [ C t D t L t . .  .  .  .  .1 1 11 12N t D t .  .21
 .  .Condition i that the controller 3.5 is exponentially stabilizing system
 .  .3.3 means that an evolution operator F t, t generated by the operatorA1
 .  .A t is exponentially stable; that is, there exist positive constants m G11
and a independent of the integer n such that
ya  tyt .F t , t F me , t G t G 0. 3.6 .  .A1
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2 m1. 2 p1.Also, noting that the operator T : L 0, `; R ª L 0, `; R can bez w
expressed as
t
T w t s C t F t , t B t w t dt , 3.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hz w 1 A 11
0
 .we see that condition ii is equivalent to the inequality
?H C ? F ?, t B t w t dt .  .  .  . 2 p0 1 A 1 1 .L 0, ` ; R1T s sup - g . 3.8 .z w
2 m5 5w 1L 0 , ` ; R .w/0
In this paper, we show that a controller, which consists of the controller
 .  .3.5 constructed for the finite-dimensional model 3.3 and a residual
mode filter
dx t .Ã2 s A x t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã2 2 22 2 20dt 3.9 .
y t s C t x t , .  .  .Ã Ã2 22 2
5 5works as a finite-dimensional stabilizing controller that satisfies G - dz w
 . for the given IDLTV system 2.1 . Then the whole controller  see Fig.K
.1 is described by
dq t .
s M t q t q N t y t y y t , q 0 sq , .  .  .  .  .  . .Ã2 0dt 3.10 .
u t s L t q t , .  .  .
dx t .Ã2 s A x t q B t u t , x 0 s x , .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã2 2 22 2 20dt 3.11 .
y t s C t x t . .  .  .Ã Ã2 22 2
The following theorem is our main result.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let d ) 0 and e g 0, dr2b be gi¨ en numbers, where
 .the number b is defined by 3.1 , and let the integers l and n be chosen such
 .that 0 - 1ryl - e and n ) l hold, where l is the l q 1 th eigen-lq1 lq1
 .  .¨alue of the operator A. Moreo¨er, suppose that assumptions A1 ] A4 and
 .  .  .2 .B1 ] B2 are satisfied with g s 1r 1 q e dr2b y e . Then the controller
 .  . , which consists of 3.10 and 3.11 , becomes a finite-dimensional stabiliz-K
5 5  .ing controller that satisfies G - d for the gi¨ en IDLTV system 2.1 , if thez w
integer n is taken sufficiently large.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
First of all, let us state the lemmas that will be frequently used in this
section.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Let A t and A t be the generators of e¨olution opera-11 22
 .  . 5  .5 v1 tyt . 5  .5 v 2 tyt .tors F t, t , F t, t with F t, t F M e , F t, t F M e ,1 2 1 1 2 2
v / v , for t G t G 0 on Hilbert spaces X , X , respecti¨ ely, and let1 2 1 2
 .  .A t : X ª X and A t : X ª X be bounded linear operators with12 2 1 21 1 2
5  .5  . 5  .5  .A t F K -` , A t F K -` for each t G 0. Then the e¨olu-12 12 21 21
 .A t 011 .tion operator F t, t generated by the operator and the21  .  .A t A t21 22
 .  .A t A t11 12 .e¨olution operator F t, t generated by the operator ha¨e12  .0 A t22
the following operator norm bounds:
max M , M K .1 2 21
F t , t F max M , M 1 q .  .21 1 2  /v y v1 2
= exp max v , v t y t for tGtG0, .  .1 2
max M , M K .1 2 12
F t , t F max M , M 1 q .  .12 1 2  /v y v1 2
= exp max v , v t y t for tGtG0. .  .1 2
Remark 4.1. Similar perturbation results for semigroups have been
w xgiven by Sano and Kunimatsu 8, 10 . The proof of Lemma 4.1 for
evolution operators can be accomplished by using the same techniques.
Therefore, we omit the proof here.
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let A t be the generator of an e¨olution operator U t, t
5  .5 yv  tyt .with U t, t F Me for t G t G 0 on a Hilbert space X, and let
 . 5  .5  .B t : X ª X be a bounded linear operator with B t F K -` for each
 .  .t G 0. Then the e¨olution operator V t, t generated by the operator A t q
 .B t has the following operator norm bound:
V t , t F M exp yv q MK t y t for t G t G 0. .  .  .
 .  .Moreo¨er, the operator norm of V t, t y U t, t is estimated as
V t , t y U t , t .  .
F M exp yv t y t exp MK t y t y 1 for t G t G 0. .  . .
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Remark 4.2. Lemma 4.2, which generalizes the well-known perturba-
w xtion results for semigroups 5, Theorem 3.1.1 and Corollary 3.1.3 , can be
wproved by using the same techniques as in 5, Theorem 3.1.1 and Corollary
x3.1.3 . Hence, we omit it here.
 .  .  .Let us introduce the variable e t [ x t y x t . Then the closed-loopÃ2 2 2
system from w to z in Fig. 1 is written as follows:
dj t .
s A t q D A t j t q B t q D B t w t , j 0 s j , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . 0dt




x t .j t [ . 2
x t .3
e t .2
l l nyl nylis in a real Hilbert space X [ R = R = R = H = R , and the3
 .  .  .  .  .  .operators A t , D A t , B t , D B t , C t , and DC t are given by
A B t L t 0 0 0 .  .1 21
N t C t M t 0 0 N t C t .  .  .  .  .21 22
A t [ ,0 B t L t A 0 0 .  .  .22 2
0 0 0 A 03
0 0 0 0 A2
FIG. 1. Finite-dimensional H controller  .` K
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0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 N t C t 0 .  .23
D A t [ , . 0 0 0 0 0
0 B t L t 0 0 0 .  .23
0 0 0 0 0
B t .11 0
N t D t .  . 021
0B t [ , D B t [ , .  .B t .12
B t .130
0B t .12
C t [ C t D t L t C t 0 0 , .  .  .  .  .11 12 12
DC t [ 0 0 0 C t 0 , .  .13
 .where we remark that only the operator A t is unbounded.
4.1. Exponential Stability
It is easy to see that the inequality
exp t y t A s exp l t y t F exp yv t y t , t G t G 0, .  .  .2 lq1
4.2 .
holds for the matrix et A2 , where v ) 0 is independent of n and chosen
such that l - yv, a / v, and that the inequalitylq1
exp t y t A 0 . 3 F exp l t y t , t G t G 0, .lq10 exp t y t A . 2
4.3 .
t A3e 0holds for the analytic semigroup generated by the operator
t A20 e
A 03  .  .. Here, noting that the inequality 3.6 holds together with 4.2
0 A2
 .  .and 4.3 and using Lemma 4.1 twice for the evolution operator F t, tA
 .generated by the operator A t yields
F t , t F m0 exp ys t y t , t G t G 0, .  . .L XA
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where
m9N2
m0 [ m9 1 q G1 , s[min a , v )0 , . .  . /s q llq1
N [ M M , M [ sup N t -` , .  .2 N C N2
w .tg 0, `
mN1
m9 [ m 1 q G1 , . /a y v
N [ M M , M [ sup L t -` . .  .1 B L L2
w .tg 0, `
In the above, it should be noted that the positive constants m0 and s are
independent of n.
 .For the evolution operator F t, t generated by the operatorAqD A
 .  .A t q D A t , by using Lemma 4.2, we get
F t , t F m0 exp ys q m0 K t y t , t G t G 0, .  .  . .L XAqD A D A
where
K [ M sup B t q M sup C t . .  .D A L 23 N 23
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
5  .5 5  .5Here, noting that sup B t ª 0, sup C t ª 0 as n ª `t gw0, `. 23 t gw0, `. 23
and that the constants M and M are independent of n, we see thatL N
K ª 0 as n ª `. Therefore, it follows that there exists an integer nD A 1
such that
ys q m0 K - 0, ; n G n ,D A 1
 .that is, F t, t is exponentially stable when n is chosen such thatAqD A
n G n .1
4.2. Norm Condition
Ä 2 m1 2 p1 .  .First, we define an operator G : L 0, `; R ª L 0, `; R byz w
tÄG w t [ C t F t , t B t w t dt , .  .  .  .  . . Hz w A
0
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 .  .and estimate the oeprator norm. Using assumptions A3 and A4 , the
Äoperator G is calculated as follows:z w
t t tÄG w t s G t , t w t dt q E t , r G r , t w t dr dt .  .  .  .  .  . . H H Hz w  /0 0 t
t
q C t exp t y t A B t w t dt .  .  .  .H 12 2 12
0
t t
q G t , s F s, t w t ds dt .  .  .H H /0 t
t t t
q E t , r G r , s F s, t w t dr ds dt , 4.4 .  .  .  .  .H H H / /0 t s
where
G r , s [ C r F r , s B s , .  .  .  .1 A 11
TE t , r [ C t exp t y r A B r D r , .  .  .  .  .12 2 22 12
TF s, t [ D s C s exp s y t A B t . .  .  .  .  .21 22 2 12
 . 2 m1.Also, using the operator G r, s , the operator T : L 0, `; R ªz w
2 p1.L 0, `; R can be expressed as
t
T w t s G t , t w t dt . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .Hz w
0
 .From 4.5 , it follows that
?
2 m5 5G ?, t w t dt F T w . 4.6 .  .  .1H L 0 , ` ; R .z w
2 p1 .0 L 0, ` ; R
 .For the other terms on the right-hand side of 4.4 , by using Holder'sÈ
inequality and the following inequalities:
1t
exp l t y r dr F - e , ; t G 0, .H lq1 yl0 lq1
` 1
exp l t y r dt s - e , ; r G 0, .H lq1 ylr lq1
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we get
? ?
E ?, r G r , t w t dr dt .  .  .H H / 2 p1 .0 t L 0, ` ; R
2 m5 5F L e T w , 4.7 .1L 0 , ` ; R .2 z w
?
C ? exp ?y t A B t w t dt .  .  .  .H 12 2 12
2 p1 .0 L 0, ` ; R
5 5 2 mF L e w , 4.8 .1L 0 , ` ; R .3
? ?
G ?, s F s, t w t ds dt .  .  .H H / 2 p1 .0 t L 0, ` ; R
2 m5 5F L e T w , 4.9 .1L 0 , ` ; R .4 z w
? ? ?
E ?, r G r , s F s, t w t dr ds dt .  .  .  .H H H / / 2 p10 t s  .L 0, ` ; R
2 2 m5 5F L e T w , 4.10 .1L 0 , ` ; R .5 z w
where
L [ M M M T , L [ M M ,2 C B D 3 C B1 2 12 1 1
L [ M T M M , L [ L L .4 D C B 5 2 421 2 1
 .  . 2 p1.By using 4.6 ] 4.10 , we finally obtain a bound of L 0, `; R norm of
ÄG w as follows:z w
Ä 2 pG w F T q L e T q L e q L e T1  .L 0, ` ; Rz w z w 2 z w 3 4 z w
2 2 m5 5qL e T w 1. L 0 , ` ; R .5 z w
2
2 m5 5F b 1 q e T q e w , . 1 4 L 0 , ` ; R .z w
; w g L2 0, `; Rm1 , .
where
 4b s max 1, L , L , L , L .2 3 4 5
 .Moreover, noting that the inequality 3.8 holds, we can estimate the
Äoperator norm of G asz w
Ä 2 pG w d1 .L 0, ` ; Rz w 2ÄG s sup F b 1 q e T q e - . . 4z w z w
2 m5 5w 21L 0 , ` ; R .w/0
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Based on this fact, we shall estimate the norm of the operator
2 m1. 2 p1.G : L 0, `; R ª L 0, `; R defined byz w
t
G w t [ C t q DC t F t , t .  .  .  .  . .Hz w AqD A
0
= B t q D B t w t dt . .  .  . .
Ä . .  . .First, we calculate G w t y G w t as follows:z w z w
ÄG w t y G w t .  .  . .z w z w
t
s C t F t , t y F t , t B t w t dt .  .  .  .  . .H AqD A A
0
t
q C t F t , t D B t w t dt .  .  .  .H AqD A
0
t
q DC t F t , t B t w t dt .  .  .  .H AqD A
0
t
q DC t F t , t D B t w t dt . .  .  .  .H AqD A
0
Here, noting that
F t , t F m0 exp ys t y t , t G t G 0, .  . .L XA
F t , t F m0 exp ys q m0 K t y t , .  .  . .L XAqD A D A
t G t G 0,
F t , t y F t , t F m0 exp ys q m0 K t y t .  .  .  . .L XAqD A A D A
y m0 exp ys t y t , tGtG0, .
where the third inequality follows by Lemma 4.2, and that n is chosen such
2 p1.  . .that n G n , we can estimate the L 0, `; R norm of G w t y1 z w
Ä . .G w t as follows:z w
2 mÄ Ä 2 m5 52 pG w y G w F k w , ; w g L 0, `; R ,1  .1 L 0 , ` ; R . .L 0, ` ; Rz w z w 1
where
1r2m0 K K 1 1C BÄk [ y1r2  /s y m0 K ss y m0 K . D AD A
m0 K K m0 K K m0 K KC D B DC B DC D Bq q q ,
s y m0 K s y m0 K s y m0 KD A D A D A
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K [ 3M q M M , K [ 2 M q M M ,B B N D C C D L1 21 1 12
K [ sup B t , K [ sup C t , .  .D B 13 DC 13
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
M [ sup D t , M [ sup D t . .  .D 12 D 2112 21
w . w .tg 0, ` tg 0, `
In the above, noting that the constants K , K , s , and m0 are inde-B C
pendent of n and that
K ª 0, K s sup B t ª 0, .D A D B 13
w .tg 0, `
K s sup C t ª 0 as n ª `, .DC 13
w .tg 0, `
Ä Ä5 5we see that k ª 0 as n ª `. Therefore, we obtain G y G ª 0 asz w z w
 .n ª `, which implies that there exists an integer n Gn such that2 1
Ä5 5 5 5 5G y G - dr2 for all n G n . Hence, we have G F G yz w z w 2 z w z w
Ä Ä5 5 5G q G - dr2 q dr2 s d for all n G n .z w z w 2
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus complete.
Remark 4.3. By using the techniques presented in the proof of
w xTheorem 3.1, we can prove the result 11 that has been obtained for
infinite-dimensional linear time-invariant systems.
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